
RESISTANCE IN A CONDUCTOR

This Wire Wisdom examines how resistance affects wire and cable.

Since conductors typically display an increased resistivity with temperature increase, they have a positive
temperature coefficient. When a number of resistances connected in series are joined to the terminals of a
battery, then each resistance has a different potential difference across its ends which depend on the value of
resistance. The most common types of resistors are variable resistors and fixed resistors. Pushing electric
current through a large resistance is like pushing water through a pipe clogged with hair: It requires a larger
push electromotive force to drive the same flow electric current. Image Courtesy: www. Conductance and
resistance are reciprocals. Therefore, the resistance and conductance of objects or electronic components made
of these materials is constant. When a pipe left is filled with hair right , it takes a larger pressure to achieve the
same flow of water. Examples include diodes and fluorescent lamps. This relationship is called Ohm's law ,
and materials which obey it are called ohmic materials. Similarly, electrons can flow freely and easily through
a copper wire, but cannot flow as easily through a steel wire of the same shape and size, and they essentially
cannot flow at all through an insulator like rubber , regardless of its shape. Electric wires are made up of
copper and aluminium because they have very low electrical resistance. The horizontal axis is voltage drop ,
the vertical axis is current. The obstruction posed in the way of current carrying particles by fixed particles
creates resistance in an electric circuit. Resistance is often considered as localized in such devices as lamps ,
heaters , and resistors , in which it predominates, although it is characteristic of every part of a circuit,
including connecting wires and electric transmission lines. Difference between Resistance and Resistivity is:
Combination of Resistances Apart from potential difference, current in a circuit depends on resistance of the
circuit. The voltage drop i. Materials are important as well. The substances which are good conductors of
electricity have very low resistance whereas the insulators have high resistance. In an incandescent light bulb
there is a wire filament that is a certain length and width, thus providing a certain resistance. The resistance of
a conductor, or circuit element, generally increases with increasing temperature. If we want to increase the
total resistance, then the individual resistances are connected in series, and if we want to decrease the
resistance, then the individual resistances are connected in parallel. Conductance is proportional to how much
flow occurs for a given pressure, and resistance is proportional to how much pressure is required to achieve a
given flow. Alloys like nichrome, manganin and constantan eureka have high resistance i. Thus, the
resistances can be combined in two ways: in series and in parallel. In addition to geometry and material, there
are various other factors that influence resistance and conductance, such as temperature; see below. An
ohmmeter could be used to verify this value. On the basis of their electrical resistance, all the substances can
be divided in to three groups: i Good Conductors: are those substances which have very low electrical
resistance. The resistance R and conductance G of a conductor of uniform cross section, therefore, can be
computed as R. In the same way, a long, thin copper wire has higher resistance lower conductance than a
short, thick copper wire. Electricians wear rubber handgloves while working with electricity because it is an
insulator and protects them from electric shocks. Advantages of Parallel circuits in Domestic wiring The
arrangement of lights and various other electrical appliances in parallel circuits is used in domestic wiring
because i If one electrical appliance stops working due to some defect, then all other appliances keep working
normally. The dissipation of electric energy in the form of heat, even though small, affects the amount of
electromotive force , or driving voltage, required to produce a given current through the circuit. When two or
more resistances are connected end to end consecutively, they are said to be connected in series. In hydraulics,
it is similar: The pressure difference between two sides of a pipe, not the pressure itself, determines the flow
through it.


